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The red mason bee is the
one found in the UK.
They are bristly with

black and orange stripes
- females are mostly

black with yellow legs,
males are more brown
with hairier legs. They
love a stay at the bee

hotel!



A harmless fly which
disguises as a bee or a

wasp to protect
themselves from

predators. They only
have two wings (unlike
a bees four) and large

eyes.

This lot are the grumpy
stingers in the group.
You can spot a wasp

because they have very
bright, distinctive
yellow and black

stripes and a tiny waist.
They are not furry and
their bodies slim down

towards a point on their
bottom. They also let

their legs dangle down
when flying.

These are actually a
specific type of wasp.

Hornets are much
larger, up to 5.5cm in
length, and slightly

rounder than wasps.
They also have more of

a reddish-brown
colouring on their

heads with yellow and
thin black stripes on

the body.

Don’t be fooled, there are some insects that look like a bee. A great disguise to
trick the superheroes, here are some bee lookalikes to watch out for. 

Just remember the golden rule - bees are easy to spot because their colouring
is more golden. They also have tiny hairs over their body and their stripes look

fuzzy.



This bee make up 90%
of the bee population.

This bee is smaller than a
bumblebees and has black and
amber coloured stripes, with
shiny back legs.

A type of solitary bee, easy to
spot as they have a thick
orange coat and black face

One of the rarest
bumblebees around, they are

all brown with black stripes

You can recognise this bee
with their bristly bodies with

black and orange stripes.

These red-tailed bees love
to sit in wildflower

meadows.

Match the description with the numbered bees.

Bumblebee

Mason Bee

Carder Bee

Honeybee

Solitary Bee

Mining Bee









For more resources, visit The Beehive on our website
www.flyingflowers.co.uk/page/the-beehive


